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‘This iintentionrelates so seaports for dents, and more 
_ generally 

cylindrical shape in horizontallyentending position. 
When large tanks are ?lled with liquid, the weight 

of such vcontents pttends 1to ,ehapge {the .shape ‘of (the tank, 
as by increasing its diameter and decreasing its vertical 
height, with the result that rigid supports have tended 

‘.10 pinch in'the tank walls seas toiniureiits glesserother 
corrosion-resisting lining, ‘or even . he. tank Walls them 
selves. For the purpose of atoidine these t-rii?ieulties. 

by.‘ ands anchored ‘above 

provisions .in building materials and. structures 
.One object of the iave t'Qn, itbsretore. is to preside 

supporting means .for such ?anks ieambinins adequate 
.vrusgedness endstrength .with a requisite ability 11.0 yield 
.or :?es, ‘1L0 ‘accommodate . v‘arises .nishape of one :tank 
with varying contents, or between the tank and its sup 
ports under foundation shocks and the like, without in 
jury to the tank or its lining, or to its supporting means. 

Another object of this invention is to provide improved 
?exible band supporting means for such tanks in which 
the bands are supported from below, as by relatively 
inexpensive leg members resting on a ‘building floor or 
foundation. 
A further object is to afford supporting means having 

the above advantages and adapted for assocation with 
tanks of the variety having corrosion-resistant linings of 
fused enamel, alloy metal, plastic compositions or the 
like, without any tendency to impair such linings. 
A still further object is to provide a support of the 

above description capable of being readily and economie 
cally manufactured and installed. 
To these and other ends the invention resides in cer 

tain improvements and combinations of parts, all as will 
be hereinafter more fully described, the novel features 
being pointed out in the claims at the end of the speci? 
cation. 

In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a side elevation, partly broken away, of a 

tank mounted horizontally on supporting means em 
bodying the present invention; 

Fig. 2 is an enlarged, front elevation of the supporting 
means of Fig. 1, showing greater detail; 

Fig. 3 is a side elevation of the supporting means 
shown in Fig. 2; 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged, fragmentary section taken along 
line 4—4 in Fig. 2, and i 

Fig. 5 is an enlarged, fragmentary section taken along 
line 5—5 in Fig. 2. - 
The present embodiment of the invention, herein dis 

closed by way of illustration, preferably comprises a 
pair of oppositely arranged supports, such as shown gen 
erally at 1th in Fig. 1, disposed at or near the end of a 
horizontal container or tank 12. A pair of such supports 
is preferably employed at each end of the tank as shown, 
as well as at intermediate portion of its length if so de‘ 
sired. Tank 12 may be either cylindrical, or of oval 
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2 
or other similar and generally rounded shape stats 
section. as well understood in the armor aeslightly 
‘tapered toward one .e,nd,_.as shown in ‘Fig. 

Support 10 preferably‘ comprises a welded box-like 
Crescent-‘shaped .les ‘member 2.2 (Pie .2) Welded or 
otherwise fastened to a base Plate .24, which, 11.14am, 
is welded to a cylindrical bar 26 having .its "opposite 
ends projecting ‘longitudinally beyond the .Plete. as 
shown Ber 26 tests antoundatiorl plate 3lli'and pro 
sides :ani-vetel support ‘fer ‘base plate 24- Ihe project 
ing ends .of “bar :26 ateeentined by 213560 ‘hear-y steel straps 
32 welded .to foundation plate ‘3,0,, Stpaps§2 serve Qt‘o 
prevent any lateral orflyongitudinal ,vrnplvgerrrent wolf .bar 
26 or its attached plate 24, but leave these parts ‘free 
to rock to a limited degree» ‘Plate Q-Ms showil as eem~ 
{nosed .Of two thicknesses ‘welded together. “with the e 1e 

ding tower .tll-iekness fastened (we "concrete ‘?oor or 
foundation base?d {by means of ‘Suitable bolts 36 

;The curved mention at each crescent-shamed member 
st 1 te 4QPI§£§E®XY¥L££¥QQ ‘and n 

o‘ ed to the .hemzental. upwardly an outwardly. to 
.eenfermisubsteutiellv at? the shape of i-theaank, as; for 
..-.>sa1nple .T is apprie'simetely ‘equal to the radius of tank .12- .A 
resiliently ?exible steel strap or band A22. is welded to 

an be term of anareref a eirele whose radius 

spaced parts “at the upper and lower ends of plate .510, 
as at 44 and 44.6 in ;Fig_- .2- ‘The teentrel ‘Portion 

1y eurted :b ttshertert thwar 
tthe intermediate P9?" 

points between ‘points "44 an. "4.6- .The lower read of 
band 42 projects beyond the lower end 46 of plate 40 
and is bent upwardly at a small angle, as shown and 
hereafter described. 
Tank 12 is provided with bands 48 preferably of 

steel about one sixteenth (1/16) of an inch less in thick 
ness than the tank wall ‘and partially or wholly en 
circling the tank. W preferably employ encircling bands 
which are drawn tight by means of bolts 50 engaging 
angle pieces 52 attached to the spaced ends thereof 
and securely anchoring the bands in place, as shown in 
Fig. 3. A layer of roo?ng paper or other similar fric 
tional cushioning material 54 (Figs. 4 and 5) is placed 
between bands 48 and the tank to cushion the area of 
contact and to take up small irregularities of the parts. 
In the case of a tapered tank, an additional piece of 
cushioning material 56 may be placed under one side 
of each band 48 to allow for the change of diameter 
between the cylindrical inside surface of the band 48 
and the slightly conical outside surface of the tank, as 
shown in Fig. 4. 
Tank 12 is placed on the supports or leg means It? 

with the tank bands 48 resting on the leg. bands 42, as 
shown in Fig. 2, and made fast by welding the lower 
ends 60 and the intermediate portion 62 of bands 42 
to the adjacent portions of bands 48. Tank 12 is thus 
yieldingly and resiliently cradled on bands 42 which, 
in turn, are carried by supports 10. Since the latter have 
a limited rocking movement in a lateral plane together 
with their cylindrical bars 26, all tank stresses are re 
lievecl by the combined ?exing of bands 42 and a cor 
responding rocking movement of the supports 10. 
The invention thus provides means for yieldably and 

strongly supporting a tank of the above character ad 
jacent its head portions at which it has the greatest 
strength, or at intermediate portions if desired. The 
supporting means is capable of an adequate degree of 
resilient yielding to varying longitudinal and circum 
ferential stresses, so as to accommodate variations in 
the shape of a tank with variations in its contents and 
weight, without injury to the tank or its corrosion-re 
sisting lining, as well as to accommodate variations in 
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stresses ‘between the tank and its foundations which 
may be caused by any shifting of such foundations, and 
these advantages are afforded by a simple and practical 
type of construction associated with the tank in such a 
way as to avoid any welding of supporting parts to the 
tank wall or other means of attachment capable of in 
juring the tank or its fused enamel or other protective 
lining. 

It will thus be seen that the invention accomplishes ' 
its objects and while it has been herein disclosed by 
reference to the details of a preferred embodiment, it is to 
be understood that such disclosure is intended, in an 
illustrative, rather than a limiting sense, as it is contem 

10 

plated that various modi?cations in the constructions ‘ 
and arrangement of the parts will readily occur to those 
skilled in the art, within the spirit of the invention and 
the scope of the appended claims. 
We claim: 
1. The combination with a liquid storage tank of gen 

erally rounded, cross-sectional shape disposed with its 
longitudinal axis extending in a generally horizontal 
direction, of a plurality of pairs of supporting legs spaced 
longitudinally of said tank with the legs of each pair 
spaced from each_ other on Opposite sides of said axis, 
and a band in encircling attachment to said tank at each 
of said pairs of legs, each of said legs comprising a base 
portion, a body portion pivotally mounted on said base 
portion independently of the other leg of said pair and 
having a portion inclined upwardly and outwardly of‘ 
said tank, said inclined portion being shaped to extend 
partially around the perimeter of said tank encircling 
band laterally of and above the tank bottom and having 
spaced parts and a ?exible leg band having its opposite 
ends attached to said spaced parts of said inclined body‘ 
portion, respectively, with the intermediate part of said 
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leg band spaced from said inclined body portioniiand 
attached to said tank encircling band for yieldably sup 
porting said tank in ?oating relation to said body por 
tion. 

2. A support means for supporting a tank of generally 
rounded, cross-sectional shape disposed with its longi 
tudinal axis extending in’ a generally horizontal direc 
tion, said support means comprising a‘band for encircling 
attachment to said tank, at least one leg means support 
ing said tank-encircling band, said leg means compris 
ing a base portion, a body portion pivotally mounted 
on said base portion and having a portion inclined to the 
horizontal, said inclined, portion being shaped to extend 
partially around the perimeter of said tank band and 
having spaced parts, and a ?exible band having its op 
posite ends attached to said spaced parts of said inclined 
body portion, respectively, with the intermediate part of 
said band spaced from said inclined body portion and 
said ?exible 'band- being ?xed 'to said tank-encircling 
band for yieldablysupporting‘said tank in- ?oating rela 
tion-to said body portion. 
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